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Sunnytek offers mechanical hardware to install our solar panels of different models of roofs. Here 
we have a short presentation of the solution used on corrugated steel and aluminum roofs. Panels 
can be of different models and all fits with about same hardware.  When ordering best is to handle 
panels and hardware in same order so we can assist and reply questions and avoid problems.

* Profiles are always used with 
different clamps and fasteners to get 
a good solution. Installation is simple 
and need very few tools. Profiles are 
made in aluminum and normally 
about 4 meters long.

* Fastners are used to install the 
profiles on the corrugated roof 
elements. This is very essential to 
get all correct and water proof. We 
use bolts and drilled hopes with 
rubber gaskets to install profiles. If 
windy or there is snow load we use 
more clamps with shorter distances. 
If long profiles are needed we have 
splice kits that can make any length 
possible.

* Panels are locked 
to profiles by 
clamps / angles 
depending on 
design of panels 
and integration into 
roof. We have 
clamps for using 
holes available in 
many solar panels. 
For frameless panels we have a special clamp with supports in rubber to make all simple. We 
normally use thin film panels but can also used PVT panels and crystalline panels.
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Xiamen Huge Energy Technology Co., Ltd 

 

Huge Energy Metal Roof Solar Mounting Installation Instruction 

 

Huge 2# Rail and channel nut installation easy steps: 

 

 

 

Huge 2# Rail and Rail splice kits installation easy steps:  

                    

1. Prepare the L-feet to the metal roof with M6.3*80 screw 

(cover metal surface with rubber sheets to prevent water leakage) 

 

        

 

2. Install the HUGE 2# rails with the L- feet and 2# channel nut 

 

 

 

3. Install the solar panel on the 2# rails by mid and end clamps 
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Sunnytek offers alternative solutions for any type of roof like ceramics tiles and cement tiles and tar 
paper etc. We do also have mechanics to make roof water proof and seal to rain.We have 
complete car ports like this that is also good sun shades ar parking lots.
At right we show the thin film 
panel that is glossy blanch and 
looks very nice.
The crystalline panels looks 
different as they have larger 
contrasts. Mostly the crystalline 
panel  gives more power in 
less good weather but it is 
slightly larger is area with same output. Prices do not differ much.

Micro inverters are 
installed direct on 
back side of panels 
and gives 230 Volt 
output with no large 
inverter units.  They 
adapt better to 
panels and ambient 
light and adds typical 10-20 % ore output to grid. When 
battery back up is used we do normally not use this design.
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